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ON THE MODERN C N TRUCTION PROJECT
BY MATT DEVRIES
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he construction industry needs
to consider that "paperless"

involves more than simply a
different form of documenta-
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tion, but also a debate about
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whether the benefits of a
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paperless endeavor outweigh
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the upfront investment costs
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and the potential risks.
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Indeed, the courts have struggled with
electronic discovery chalenges for years.
Workable solutions can help parties manage the production of millions of pages of
electronic documents. In the end, however,
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the same common-sense approaches to
document management on a paper project can help a contractor deal with similar
challenges on a paperless project,
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WHY IS DOCUMENTATION NECESSARY?
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Before considering the benefits and risks

of a paperless construction project, a contractor must understand the purpose in
having a set of project management procedures in'place. Good document procedures are essential to plan and manage the
costs, labor and time on the project; to give
proper notice claims and to reserve any
50 I Construction EXCUTIVE January 2011
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rights; and ultimately to aid and resolve
claims and disputes. Documents-whether
the daily log, time sheets, photographs,

on the project.

etc.-are used throughout the progres-

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS

and prove the actual costs and/or delays

master files and streamlining the review
process.

In addition, new technologies allow

sion of the project to manage, monitor

OF A PAPERLESS PROJECT?

and record the work. At the conclusion

Paperless success involves more than simply scanning every project document and

mark up and review of thousands of pages
of drawings, while saving thousands of

putting it into a digital fie cabinet. That

pounds of paper. One project in Massachusetts received a LEED Innovation &
Design credit from the U.S. Green Build-

would be nothing more than moving the

ing Council because of its paperwork
reduction and carbon footprint reduction

and identification of the parts, while the

archived documents from Building A to
Building B. The successful protocol will
involve using new technologies, such as
project management software and other

daily log includes a notation that the parts

web-based programs:

IN AN ELECTRONIC AGE?

arived mislabeled. The accounting records
establish the cost of the parts, and the

. to consolidate project documentation;
. to increase efficiency in project communications;
. to establish a good audit trail; and

A majority of the risks on an electronic

of a project, those same documents may
be used to resolve a conflct between the
parties.
Consider the example of owner-supplied parts being delivered to the project.
The delivery ticket confirms the date, time

electronic schedule can be used to show

the time impact of the mislabeled parts. A
follow-up letter and a change order provide the requisite notice and preservation
of a claim.
If something goes wrong on the project,
the proper records are essential for claims

and disputes, and are often the only means
to establish the causal connection to the
event causing the damage. Additionally,
documentation is regularly used to establish that a contractor gave timely notice of
its claim and is used to properly identifY

. to prove liability and damages in the
event of a dispute.
The new tools available to improve

record management are limitless. Webbased systems allow the entire project
team access to the same pool of construction documents, including design draw-

much access will be given to the parties
during/after performance? Who controls
the project server? What information is
to be treated as confidential, proprietary
or trade secret?

becomes the primary form of commu-

across North America to drive revenue, increase effciency and to

make better business decisions.
fully integrated, flexible and industry

specific solutions including:
-+ Accounting
-+ Payroll

Web Portal Solutions
-c Service Management

-+ Job Cost

+ Inventory and Equipment
Management
+- Project Management

Contact us today at 1.888.789.9073 or visit our website at
and discover how Jonas can help
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Who owns the license to the project software? Who owns the electronic data? How

enhanced by tracking revisions, storing the

Construction and Service

-+ Document Management
-+ . Mobile Technology

project can be alocated by contract. For
example, the parties' contract can address:

The more difficult questions to address
include: Is less formal communication
(email) good or bad for the parties? Can
parties still use formal letters if email

Sol utions are used by over 1,000 General Construction

Jonas offers a complete package of

WHAT ARE THE RISKS

ings, photos, schedules, change orders,
requests for information and numerous
other reports. Document control can be

nning a Business is Easy,
When All the Pieces Fit
Jonas

efforts.

nication? What are the risks of loss or
destruction?
Perhaps the greatest obstacle to the

fully paperless project is ensuring the
buy-in from the entire project team. The
process requires investment to ensure a
project-wide adoption. A contractor needs
to train al parties on the new systems, and
it is important to create a best-practices
protocol for electronic document management. The protocol then can be updated
and replicated on future projects.

An electronic document can be the

Even
as project
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basis of a contract. A digital photograph
can be used to demonstrate instaled quan-

administration
taltes
-"~.~~-~~
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tities. An electronic schedule (and its logic
ties) can be used to impeach a witness. In

-------------

on electronic form,
the documents are subject
_ _ ._~ _ _ _ ~__ ._ O~ _ ~_ _." ~ _,. _ _ _ _
to the same discovery rules
----=---------==-

as paper documents.

the end, the form of the document may
not have as great an impact as the intended
purpose of the document.

From a legal standpoint, the con-

struction disputes that have been the
most costly involved companies that
did not have a project management system in place or, inexplicably, had one in
place but it was not being followed by
the project management team. The tran-

Even as project administration takes on
electronic form, the documents are subject
to the same discovery rues as paper docu-

issues in the law, the answer is: it depends.
The parties' contract and the applicable

ments. Indeed, al federal courts and most
state courts have adopted special rules for

valid change order.

For example, one appeals court in

many benefits, but only if the whole team

discovery and production of electronic

Montana held that an email was sufficient

uses the technology available. Whether

documents. A contractor needs to work

to support a finding of increased costs

the document is a piece of paper in a file

with its attorney before the start of a project to ensure proper preservation rules are

for a change order. On the other hand, a

cabinet or a few megabytes of data on

court in North Carolina concluded that
an email promising additional work was

the best practice to use on a construc-

not an enforceable contract for purposes

tion project.

in place, and to avoid sanctions for lost or

destroyed electronic evidence in the event
that litigation arises between the parties.
Does the form of the document affect

the claim? Does an instruction from the
owner sent by email have the same legal
effect as a directive change order on a
written template or form? Like most other

state law largely dictate what constitutes a

sition to a paperless project can bring

a project server, common sense remains

determining whether a change order was

vald. A case in Florida demonstrates that
an electronicaly faxed release was not the
same as the original document because

one party demanded the original to be

Matt DeVries is a member of the Construction Service Group at Stites & Harbison
PLLC. For more information, email
matthew.devries@stites.com or visit

provided.

www.bestpracticesconstructionlaw.com.
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It is time you took control of your tool and equipment inventory with

TOOLHOUND'S TOOL & EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
. Reduce loss, theft, hoarding and neglect by making your employees accountable for your equipment
. Enhanced visibility of inventory from warehouse to the job to the craft protects your investment
. Have tools and supplies where you need them, when you need them
. Access to extensive reporting gives you the information you need to take control of your inventory

From our FastTrack commissioning and OnTrack training services to our ongoing technical support
program, ToolHound ensures companies are up and running quickly, and on track to gain control of
their valuable assets.

For more information contact ToolHound:

1-800-387-8665 or ww.toolhound.com
Proud sponor of Habitat for Humanity
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